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Krishna Rajendra market is like a flowerbed. It is Asia's largest market, full of  colours, vigour, vibrance and sprited. 
The market starts husting from morning, 2am and lasts till 8 am. This market is called city market and is located in the 
heart of  the city. It is simply a wonderland for photography enthusiast. Farmers from nearby area, everyday come and sell 
the fresh marigold, jasmine, roses, lilies. The air is filled with sweet smelling fragrance of  flowers.
A must visit place before a pompous wedding and ecstatic festivities.
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SYMMETRY AT WORK

WREATH OF FLOWERS
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 EDITORIAL

Bengaluru offers some of  the great and thrilling 

sightseeing destinations, that will take you on a  

caravan of  the epicurean expedition.
The true spirit of  Bengaluru lies in its 
sprawling streets. The city is a melting pot of  
different ideas, cultures, and ethnicity that has 
shaped it to its present stature. 
Sizzling, succulent grilled kebabs, tender tikkas, 
wraps, rolls are appetizing, irresistible and is a 
crowd-puller. Vada pav is quite loved in 
Bengaluru, which is served with gunpowder 
chutney and fried chilies. They are great for  
high-time tea. The north Indian delightful 
parathas are a perfect meal for mid night 
cravings. Chaats like dahi puri, aloo chaat and 
papdi chaat are yum-yum to taste. Indeed, the 
food has a blast of  flavours and is a treat for 
your eyes.
The metropolitan has many landmarks to see 
such as Vidhana Soudha, Bangalore Palace and 
Iskcon temple which are an architectural jewel 
and have a mind blogging effect on your sense.
The city is a home to numerous lakes and 
natural water surfaces. Some of  the popular ones 
are Ulsoor lake, Hebbal lake and Sankey tank.
Bengaluru is famously known as 'city of  garden' 
and embraces parks such as Cubbon park and 
Lalbagh. The sheer beauty of  the place, entices 
the people to pay a visit.
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Make up your mind, lighten up a little as the week goes by. 
Hush towards the picturesque sites such as Akkayamma 
Betta,  Cubbon Park, Hebbal lake and Lalbagh is 
impressive to look at. Cubbon park is a lush green lawn 
and is famously called as 'the lungs of   Bengaluru'. Under 
the canopy of  trees, one can breathe into the deep serenity 
and peace that prevails there. Lalbagh offers a souvenir to 
be stored away in heart forever.
You should steel your time out of  your schedule to pay 
visit to Hebbal lake, a place of  refreshing waters. Not to 
forget the breathtaking view from the top of   Akkayamma 
Betta which is a memorable affair to indulge in. 

SCENIC SPOTS

READY TO BOGGLE YOUR TASTEBUDS
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Head to the streets of  Shivajinagar 

and Kammanahalli, to have the lip -

smacking street food from across 

India, in Bengaluru. Dive into the 

flavors of  tandoori cuisine. Try the 

Royal Mughlai Seekh Kebabs, 

marinated with a mix of  chilly ginger 

pickle and is cooked in tandoor.
Be prepared to pamper your taste buds 
with an array of  tandoori treats like 
mutton biryani, beef  kebabs, chicken 
rolls, shawarama and keema samosas.
The tangy flavor and the subtle 
smokey aroma of  the Mughlai version 
delicacies are mouth -watering. You 
will definitely end up eating a little 
too much.

CUISINE
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Royal Repast

MIRRORED SERENITY

ESCAPE INTO THE LAP OF NATURE

GLASS CASA

PAMPER YOUR TASTEBUDS 
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FORGED INTO DARK
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Sri Radha Krishna 
Temple, famously known 
as the ISKCON temple is 
one of  the largest 
ISKCON temples in the 
world. It was opened in 
1997. It has a huge 
cultural complex.  It is 
dedicated to lord 
Krishna. The structure of  
this remarkable shrine, 
has the elements of  
traditional South-Indian 
with contemporary style 
of  architecture
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Commercial Street is a one-stop 
destination to get all your 
shopping done, ranging from 
shoes to cars, jewelleries and 
antiquities, garments and 
hosieries. It is one of  the oldest 
streets in the city. Commercial 
street is shopper's paradise. The 
street is crowded and one must be 
prepared to walk a lot and huge 
range of  shops gives ample 
opportunity for bargainers to 
enthrill their skill. once done 
with the shopping refresh and 
treat yourself  with delectable 
fo o d  i t e m s .
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The Bengaluru palace 
was constructed by the 
founder of  Bengaluru, 
Kempe Gowda in the 
1 5 3 0 s .  T h e 
breathtaking 
architecture of  the fort 
was initially built out 
of  mud and later 
replaced by stones. 
The marvellous 
beauty stands strong 
with monumental 
gates and awe-
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BUSTLING STREETS

MOSAIC OF GRAPHICS
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Chruch street is a stretch of  
715 meters. It is always 
humming, hectic, and lively. It 
is well- known spot where 
people usually gather to ring in 
the New Year.
The street has undergone a 
major transformation over the 
years from being a place lined-
up with caritas to commercial 
heart of  the city.

CITY LIFE

ROYAL RESIDENCE OF REGAL
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The Dravidian 
architecture of  Vidhan 
soudha was built in 
1956. The facet 
architecture attracts the 
onlookers. The 
foundation stone was 
laid by the then Prime 
Minister of  India, 
Jawaharlal Nehru. It 
serves as the seat of  the 
state legislature of  
Karnataka.
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European architecture splendor where the human intellect is shaped

ARCHITECTURAL MARVEL

HOLDING ON TO A MONOTONOUS LIFE
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A PARADISE FOR BARGAINERS
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 Sir Seshadri Iyer Memorial 
Library or the State Central 
Library in Cubbon Park is 
nothing short of  iconic. It 
can be instantly recognized 
with the bright brick red 
wall.
 



Unsurpassed in grandeur
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India is known for  it's rich culture. Monuments are one of  the ways in which the culture is preserved. Bengaluru, despite being a urban city, is immensely rich in its culture.
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 Majestic monument is set against the backdrop of  white fluffy clouds


